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Abstract
Global capital markets can react dramatically to elections in developing
countries, affecting governments’ access to ﬁnance and sometimes setting off
broader crises. We argue, contrary to some conventional wisdom, that investors do not systematically react to the election of left-leaning parties and
candidates. Government ideology is often an imprecise heuristic, given the
diversity in policies among parties, especially those on the left. We therefore
expect that neither elections generally, nor elections that produce speciﬁc
partisan outcomes, are associated with signiﬁcant changes in sovereign ﬁnancing costs. Yet we also predict that the election of left-leaning parties will
generate volatility in sovereign bond markets, reﬂecting investors’ uncertainty
over future policy outcomes. This volatility is especially pronounced when
new governments take ofﬁce; over time, however, government policy performance enables investors to make increasingly precise estimates of political
risk. Volatility has implications for the real economy, as well as for governments’ ability to manage their debt. We test, and ﬁnd support for, our core
expectations using monthly data on sovereign bond spreads and credit default
swap prices for 74 developing countries from 1994–2015.
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In an era of ﬁnancial globalization, market responses to elections can dramatically affect governments’ ﬁnancing capabilities, as well as the cost of
capital throughout the economy. Elections may generate uncertainty not only
about who will win, but also about which coalition will govern and which
policies the new government will adopt. In developing and advanced industrial nations alike, elections have generated foreign exchange speculation
(Bernhard and Leblang, 2006; Eichengreen et al., 1995; Leblang, 2002);
declines in sovereign credit ratings (Block and Vaaler, 2004; Vaaler et al.,
2006); increased spreads on sovereign debt (Martı́nez and Santiso, 2003;
Block and Vaaler, 2004; Vaaler et al., 2005); and stock market volatility
(Jensen and Schmith, 2005; Leblang and Mukherjee, 2005). Like broader
macroeconomic volatility and capital ﬂight, volatility in government ﬁnancing
costs can impose signiﬁcant welfare costs on developing countries as government investment and spending are curbed, threatening growth as consumption shocks reverberate through the economy (Loayza et al., 2007;
Pastor, 1990). Market reactions can be particularly notable when elections
result in partisan switches, perhaps implying signiﬁcant policy changes
(Sattler, 2013). Left-leaning governments are more likely to defend their
currencies from speculative attacks, while right-leaning governments are
associated with looser bank regulation (Broz, 2013; Walter, 2009). Investors
in government bonds may worry that left governments will raise taxes, inﬂate
the economy or even default on sovereign debt. If these expectations generate
negative market reactions, newly elected governments may be tempted to
reverse their policies, sometimes dramatically.
Yet, even when elections result in partisan switches or victories for leftleaning governments, they do not always generate negative market reactions.
Indeed, as we demonstrate below, most national elections in developing
countries are not associated with abnormal bond market returns. We therefore
offer a more nuanced assessment of the causal channels through which
elections affect investors’ risk assessments. We theorize that government
partisanship is not a consistently useful information shortcut for investors.
Rather, the partisan signal is noisy: there is signiﬁcant macroeconomic policy
heterogeneity among left-leaning political parties. As a result, left-leaning
governments will not pay systematically higher borrowing costs than their
right-leaning counterparts.
At the same time, elections and partisan shifts do increase investors’
uncertainty regarding future government policy, especially for newly elected
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left-leaning governments. Uncertainty among investors regarding the course
of future policy generates greater volatility in sovereign bond pricing for
newly elected left governments. Volatility can have important consequences
for government debt management, as well as for broader economic outcomes.
As government time in ofﬁce increases, investors are better able to form
expectations regarding future policies, and volatility decreases. We test our
claims using data from 74 emerging market countries between 1994 and 2015.
Our analyses, which support our core empirical predictions, further our
understanding of the precise linkages between domestic politics and international ﬁnancial markets.

Markets, Elections and Political Risk
Investors in sovereign debt are closely attuned to default, as well as inﬂation
and currency, risk (Eaton and Gersovitz, 1981; Eichengreen and Hausmann,
2005; Tomz and Wright, 2013). Although developing countries’ access to
capital markets is driven partly by global and regional factors (Brooks et al.,
2015; Gray, 2013; Longstaff et al., 2011; Ballard-Rosa et al., 2021), countryspeciﬁc factors play a central role. When evaluating sovereign risk, investors
consider governments’ ability, as well as their willingness, to pay. Ability to
pay typically is associated with macroeconomic fundamentals, including
public debt, current account position, and reserve holdings, as well as with
monetary and ﬁscal institutions (Bodea and Hicks, 2015, Mosley, 2003).
Investors also may reward ﬁnancial and economic transparency (Copelovitch
et al., 2018). Willingness to pay, on the other, hand, usually is associated with
domestic political institutions. For instance, democratic regime structures may
encourage respect for loan contracts; constrain executive ﬁscal authority,
impose greater audience costs for default, and facilitate greater economic
transparency (e.g., Archer et al., 2007; Beaulieu et al., 2012; Biglaiser and
Staats, 2012; Cox and Saiegh, 2018; Hollyer et al., 2011; North and Weingast,
1989; Stasavage, 2003; Schultz and Weingast, 2003; Tomz and Wright,
2013).2
Although democratic institutions may assuage investors’ concerns regarding governments’ willingness to pay, elections also affect sovereign risk
assessments. When election outcomes are easy to predict, differences between
candidates generate concerns about future government policies, especially if
they portend partisan switches (Tomz, 2007; McGillivray and Smith, 2008).
This is especially likely when partisan shifts are signiﬁcant (Bernhard and
Leblang, 2006; Vaaler et al., 2006); when a country has recently undergone
regime change (Frye, 2010); or when elected ofﬁcials face few institutional

2. But also see Ballard-Rosa (2016); Ballard-Rosa et al. (2021).
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constraints (Sattler, 2013). Especially where ideological differences are stark
and political institutions are weak, investors worry that some left-leaning
candidates will implement changes to investment policies, tax rates or public
spending, or that left-leaning governments will be less committed to repayment (Campello, 2015). Consistent with a partisan business cycle process,
elections that lead to a switch from a right-wing to a left-wing government
often heighten risk assessments (Alesina & Sachs, 1988; Bernhard and
Leblang, 2006; Block and Vaaler, 2004; Leblang, 2002; Vaaler et l.,
2006). Moreover, investors’ risk perceptions also intensify when the outcome of the election is uncertain, as this widens the conﬁdence intervals
around investors’ policy expectations (Freeman et al., 2000; Frot and Santiso,
2013; Hays et al., 2003; Jensen and Schmith, 2005; Kelly et al., 2016;
Waisman et al., 2015).
The “market responses to elections” literature, however, does not fully
capture the process by which investors in developing country debt assess
political risk. First, many analyses focus empirically on developed countries.
But given greater diversity in economic policy outcomes and in political
institutions, as well as governments’ greater dependence on external ﬁnance,
election dynamics should have a more pronounced effect in emerging and
frontier markets. Second, these studies often do not specify the causal
pathways through which elections affect investors’ assessments. Rather, they
tend to treat outcome uncertainty and policy uncertainty jointly. Third, these
studies focus almost entirely on the level of sovereign risk premiums (i.e., on
the interest rates governments pay). In contrast, we expect that the more
systematic effects of developing country elections will come in the form of
volatility in risk premiums. Volatility results from uncertainty among investors regarding future policy, especially that of newly elected left governments. When partisan labels have low informational content, investors are
less able to reach consensus in risk pricing. Although volatility may have
dramatic consequences for emerging economies, it has received signiﬁcantly
less attention from political economists.

Ideological Shifts, Uncertainty and Volatility
We begin by considering whether elections in developing countries generate
systematic effects on bond premiums. One certainly could point to cases—
Brazil’s 2002 election is perhaps the best known—in which uncertainty in the
pre-election period generates an increase in sovereign spreads. In that case, the
increase in spreads likely stemmed from outcome uncertainty (the election
was close, and investors had difﬁculty predicting who the winner would be) as
well as from policy uncertainty (investors wondered how “left” Lula, a former
union leader and leftist candidate, would act if he won ofﬁce).
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But our data suggest that the 2002 Brazilian election also is somewhat
unusual. In Tables 1 and 2, we examine the effects of recent elections on
developing countries’ daily sovereign risk premiums (the country-speciﬁc
bond yield against a U.S. Treasury of comparable maturity). The tables
summarize an event study of 117 national elections3 in 47 developing
countries,4 from 1995 to 2016. Following Bernhard and Leblang (2006)’s
design, we explore the occurrence of median abnormal returns in government
bond markets.
For each election, we compare bond market outcomes in the 90 days prior
to the election to the market’s behavior during non-electoral (“normal”)
periods.5 As Table 1 indicates, only 27% of elections are associated with
signiﬁcant market reactions. Abnormal changes are more likely when the
election brings government change: 35% of elections with executive turnover
are characterized by abnormal returns, compared with 14% of elections
without turnover.6 At the same time, of the 36 elections in which left governments emerge victorious, only 28% are marked by abnormal returns, as
shown in Table 2. Indeed, abnormal returns are more prevalent when centrist
or right-leaning candidates prevail (47% of elections), calling into question the
“markets dislike left governments” claim.
Why might this be? Investors use various information shortcuts to make
asset allocation decisions. Professional investors, who allocate capital across a
broad array of assets and countries, tend to rely on heuristics (Calvo and
Mendoza, 2000; Hafner-Burton et al., 2017; Mosley, 2003). Investors have
access to large amounts of information; but they have short time horizons,
diverse portfolios, and a resulting incentive to economize where possible on
the use of information. Government policies also vary more among developing countries, relative to developed economies (Ahlquist, 2006), creating a
3. We include executive elections in presidential systems and general legislative elections in
parliamentary systems in country-years with a Polity IV score equal to or greater than 5.
4. These represent developing countries included in the EMBI Global index or for which CDS
price data are available. The Supplementary Appendix lists these countries.
5. To estimate normal behavior, we obtain an empirical distribution of median abnormal spread
changes during a randomly-chosen, 90-day period not within 6 months of an election. For each
non-election window, we estimate a model of daily change in country risk spreads, accounting
for various exogenous and systematic correlates of sovereign risk. The model residuals
represent country-speciﬁc variation in daily sovereign spreads. We repeat this process 5000
times to obtain a distribution of abnormal spread changes during non-electoral periods and
calculate a 90% conﬁdence interval. We then compare the median abnormal change in nonelectoral windows to that in the election window. Signiﬁcant market reactions exist when the
median electoral period change falls outside the 90% conﬁdence interval. The Supplementary
Appendix includes further details, as well as a similar analysis of CDS prices (credit default
swaps – a derivative providing insurance against default).
6. We deﬁne turnover as a change in the chief executive, regardless of whether it also includes a
shift in executive ideology.

27% (32/117)

Left Winner

Notes: See Table 1 notes.

Proportion of elections with 27% (32/117) 28% (10/36)
signiﬁcant market reaction

All Elections
47% (14/30)

Right or
Center
Winner
47% (9/19)

Any Partisan
Switch

Table 2. Elections, Partisan Outcomes, and Sovereign Bond Market Reactions.

43% (3/7)

Left-toRight
Switch

35% (26/75)

14% (6/42)

Elections without Executive
Turnover

50% (6/12)

24% (7/29)

Right-toLeft Incumbent
Left Switch Winner (No Change)

Elections with Executive
Turnover

Notes: Data on executive turnover are from V-Dem and the Database of Political Institutions.

Proportion of elections with signiﬁcant market reaction

All Elections

Table 1. Elections, Executive Turnover, and Sovereign Bond Market Reactions.
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further desire for heuristic devices. Investors’ information shortcuts often
include a country’s category (“emerging” or “developed;” see Brooks et al.
(2015)) as well as its economic partners (Gray, 2013; Gray and Hicks, 2014).
Foreign investors also may take cues from domestic investors, who may be
better able to gather and assess the accuracy of country-speciﬁc information
(Cunha, 2017; Frot and Santiso, 2013).
Government partisanship also could serve as an information shortcut for
investors. Indeed, in developed countries, left governments have been linked
with lower sovereign credit ratings as well as higher risk premiums (Barta and
Johnston, 2018; Mosley, 2003). But we do not expect government partisanship to serve as a reliable heuristic in developing countries, especially with
respect to left-leaning governments. In developing countries, left-leaning
political parties and candidates are a heterogeneous group. For instance
(see below Government Partisanship and Fiscal Policy Uncertainty), there is
signiﬁcantly more diversity in ﬁscal policy outcomes among left-leaning
governments than among their right-leaning counterparts. While some left
governments are ﬁscally proﬂigate, others are disciplined. As a result, partisan
labels are not systematically informative: investors may not systematically
shift the level of risk premiums in response to the election of left governments.
Rather, investors are likely to experience experience signiﬁcant uncertainty
regarding the left governments’ expected policy choices, especially when
these governments are new to ofﬁce. Investors’ uncertainty may relate to who
will be appointed to ministerial positions; what policies will be undertaken;
and the effects of future policy changes on economic outcomes. When uncertainty is high, individual investors may interpret political events differently,
especially when they vary in terms of information endowments, time horizons,
and investment mandates. For example, Cunha (2017) ﬁnds that foreign and
domestic investors process information about political events differently,
creating the possibility of contagion from domestic to foreign investors (also
see Borio and McCauley, 1996).
When uncertainty is high—as in the context of elections and partisan
switches in developing countries—some investors may exit a country’s
markets. Or, they may hedge investment risks by purchasing derivatives,
including options or credit default swaps (CDS) (Arrow & Fisher., 1974;
Borio and McCauley, 1996; Pindyck, 1991). Other investors may remain, but
assess risk differently, often taking opposing positions. Although heterogeneous expectations among investors provide the very fuel of normal market
activity—for every seller of an asset there is a buyer with distinct expectations
about its worth—this heterogeneity also can generate volatility (Xiong and
Yan, 2010), especially when investors’ conﬁdence intervals widen. Uncertainty thus can generate a disjuncture between economic fundamentals and
market movements (Borio and McCauley, 1996; Kelly et al., 2016; Pástor and
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Veronesi, 2013). And, central to our predictions, investors’ uncertainty will
result in greater volatility in sovereign bond markets.
It is worth noting that, while sovereign bond market volatility has received
less attention from political scientists, other analyses have linked volatility in
equity and currency markets to elections as well as government ideology. For
example, Bernhard and Leblang (2006) treat stock market volatility as the
result of uncertainty regarding cabinet formation in rich democracies (also see
Białkowski et al., 2008). Similarly, Jensen and Schmith (2005) view stock
market volatility in the run-up to the 2002 election in Brazil as driven largely
by uncertainty regarding the election outcome (rather than policy after the
election). And Benton and Philips (2020)’s analysis of Donald Trump’s
Mexico-related tweets treats these not as revealing new information about
Trump’s views toward Mexico, but as indicating Trump’s level of commitment to speciﬁc actions (such as the renegotiation of NAFTA). As such, these
communications can reduce investors’ conﬁdence in their capacity to predict
future U.S. policy, increasing exchange rate volatility (also see Hays et al.,
2003).
Volatility affects not only the ﬁnancial sector, but also the real economy.
Uncertainty over monetary, ﬁscal and regulatory policies can have detrimental
effects on economic activity (Baker et al., 2016; Kelly et al., 2016; Friedman,
1968; Rodrik, 1991; Hibbs, 1977; Hassett and Metcalf, 1999), by increasing
the cost of ﬁnance (Gilchrist et al., 2014) or delaying investment and hiring
(Bernanke, 1983). Although policy-induced volatility may be more common
in developing economies, it also can occur in developed country asset
markets, as it did after the 2008 global crisis (Berger et al., 2020; Barrero et al.,
2017; Bachmann et al., 2013). Additionally, if government debt managers
must reﬁnance existing debt during heightened volatility, they may well incur
higher-than-expected sovereign ﬁnancing costs.
Our ﬁrst empirical prediction is that electoral victories by left-leaning
candidates and parties will generate higher variance in investors’ risk assessments. Because left government partisanship is not a reliable information
shortcut in the emerging markets context, investors will have varying assessments, or will frequently change their assessments regarding future
government policy, including the new government’s willingness and ability to
repay its debt obligations. This uncertainty among investors should generate
greater volatility in sovereign spreads and CDS pricing, as investors rapidly
change their views regarding the level of sovereign risk; or as some investors
assume risk is high while others assume it is low. At the same time, we do not
expect the level of sovereign bond spreads to move systematically in response
to an election (especially of a left-leaning government) or a partisan switch, all
else equal.
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H1: In emerging market countries, the election of left governments is
associated with greater volatility in sovereign risk, all else being equal.
Second, we expect that investors’ reactions to government partisanship will
evolve over time. As newly elected left governments reveal their policy
preferences to investors through concrete actions such as cabinet appointments
and ﬁscal and monetary policy choices, the effect of left government on market
volatility will diminish. As such, volatility is less likely to occur as time since
the election increases. Left governments reveal via policy whether they represent the “old left,” advocating more heterodox and less investor-friendly
policies, versus the “new left,” favoring capital and trade liberalization,
business-friendly tax and regulatory policies, and sovereign debt repayment.
H2: The effect of left government on sovereign risk volatility is conditional
on time in ofﬁce. It is highest when the government’s time in ofﬁce is
lowest.
Our expectations regarding the conditioning effect of tenure in ofﬁce apply
only to left-leaning governments. Investors assume less diversity on economic
policies among right-leaning parties and candidates and, therefore, are less
inclined to hold varying views regarding expected government policies7.
Moreover, the effect of time—which proxies for the arrival of more political
information—on investors’ uncertainty also implies that elections that do not
generate partisan changes to the left will have few systematic effects on
volatility. Note as well that we are not arguing that governments necessarily
become more adept over time at interacting with capital markets, or more
inclined to pursue market-friendly policies (Shea and Solis, 2018). Rather, our
claim is that investors become more conﬁdent and more uniﬁed in their ability
to assess whether a given left government will prioritize domestic interests in
default, for instance, over investors’ desire for repayment (Ballard-Rosa,
2016).
Additionally, our expectations regarding volatility are consistent with
analyses linking government turnover with ﬁnancial market outcomes.
McMenamin et al., (2016) ﬁnd that bond market reactions to OECD elections
unfold over several weeks. Although they take this as evidence against the
efﬁcient markets hypothesis, their ﬁndings also imply that elections generate
uncertainty not only about outcomes, but also about policies. Indeed, they ﬁnd
that the degree of change in ideological composition of the government often
predicts abnormal returns. Similarly, analyzing developing country equity
markets, Frot and Santiso (2013) report that election-related leadership
7. The recent rise of right-wing populist parties and governments may complicate this assumption
for future analyses.
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turnover reduces global fund managers’ willingness to invest (also see Vaaler
et al., 2006). Fowler (2006) notes, in the context of US presidential elections,
that increases in the probability of incumbency generate declines in interest
rates.

Empirical Analysis
We begin our empirical analysis by examining evidence related to our assumption that, in developing countries, party labels provide limited information to sovereign debt investors. We compare the volatility of discretionary
ﬁscal policy under left, center and right governments. We then test Hypotheses
1 and 2 using data on sovereign spreads and CDS pricing for a large sample of
developing countries. We consider the effect of elections, government
ideology, and time in ofﬁce on the volatility of sovereign spreads, as well as on
the level of spreads (the size of the country risk premium).

Government Partisanship and Fiscal Policy Uncertainty
We argue that, in developing countries, government partisanship is too noisy
to serve as a useful information shortcut for investors, especially for left
parties and candidates. We assert that the wider heterogeneity of economic
policies on the left—from the market-friendly policies of the moderate left to
the radical interventionist policies of the populist left—creates considerable
uncertainty. To conﬁrm that this expectation is accurate, we compare the
volatility of ﬁscal policy by government partisanship. We follow Fatás and
Mihov (2013) in calculating ﬁscal policy volatility as the standard deviation
(SD) of the residuals from a regression of government spending growth on
GDP growth. The residuals of this regression capture ﬁscal policy over and
above the business cycle, thus measuring governments’ discretionary use of
ﬁscal policy (see details in the Supplementary Appendix).
We calculate ﬁscal policy volatility under each leader for a set of 101
middle-income countries between 1980–2015. Table 3 displays the mean and
SD of ﬁscal policy volatility, by partisanship. On average, left governments
exhibit higher policy volatility (a higher mean) than right and center governments. This suggests that left governments are associated with greater
policy uncertainty. Moreover, left governments are more heterogeneous than
right and center governments, as indicated by the larger SD. These data
support our claim that sovereign debt investors face higher uncertainty when
elections bring new left-leaning parties to ofﬁce compared to right or center
parties.
Might these differences be driven instead by populism? It is possible that
investors are more responsive to differences between populist and nonpopulist parties than to differences between left and right parties. Table 3
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Table 3. Fiscal Policy Volatility by Government Partisanship and Populism.

Mean
Std. Dev.
N

Left

Right

Center

0.104
0.136
151

0.091
0.117
118

0.062
0.047
41

Non-populist Populist Non-populist Populist Non-populist Populist
Mean
0.086
Std. Dev. 0.067
N
84

0.079
0.053
6

0.061
0.063
65

0.065
0.043
5

0.061
0.047
25

0.029
1

Notes: Data on partisanship from the Database of Political Institutions. Data on populism from
Kenny (Forthcoming). The difference in the total number of cases in the top and bottom panels
reﬂects the more limited coverage of the populism dataset.

therefore further categorizes governments as populist or non-populist, using
data from Kenny (Forthcoming).8 Left governments display greater ﬁscal
policy volatility, on average, whether they are populist or non-populist. Nonpopulist right and center governments have similar policy volatility (though
note that there is only one populist and centrist government in the dataset).
Left governments are also more diverse, conditional on populist orientation, as
evidenced by an overall larger SD. These data therefore corroborate our
assumption of greater heterogeneity and policy uncertainty under left governments, particularly when they are new.

Partisanship, Time in Ofﬁce, and Sovereign Risk
Dependent variable. Next, we assess Hypotheses 1 and 2 using monthly data
on sovereign bond premiums. We consider the effects of elections, government ideology and time in ofﬁce on the volatility, as well as the levels, of
sovereign spreads. We use two measures of sovereign risk: sovereign bond
spreads and CDS pricing. The sovereign bond spread is the difference between
a government’s bond yield and the yield on a risk-free asset (a US Treasury of
comparable maturity). Our bond spread measure is taken from the J.P. Morgan
Emerging Markets Bond Index Global (EMBI-G). To be included in the index,
a government’s debt instruments must have a minimum outstanding face value
of US$ 500 million. Given that the EMBI-G includes only dollar-denominated
instruments, changes in its value mainly reﬂect considerations of default
risk – as opposed to inﬂation and exchange rate risk.
8. Note that both the partisanship and the populism data end in 2015, before the most recent wave
of right-wing populism.
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Although studies of developed country sovereign debt often use interest
rates on a benchmark (10-year maturity, domestic currency denominated)
bond as the dependent variable, developing country governments often do not
issue a benchmark instrument. The EMBI-G and other indices aggregate
instruments with varying maturities, liquidity and repayment guarantees (i.e.,
Brady Bonds). The EMBI-G data includes 67 nations, all of which issue
dollar-denominated Brady Bonds, Eurobonds, and trade bonds. This set of
middle-income developing nations draws from Latin America, Asia, the
Middle East, Central and Eastern Europe, and sub-Saharan Africa. Although
this does not include every developing country issuer of debt, the EMBI-G’s
requirement for secondary market trading liquidity is less than other indices
(e.g., the EMBI+), allowing for broader coverage. The EMBI data spans
January 1994 to December 2015, with individual country coverage varying
according to when the country was added to EMBI-G. The launch of the
EMBI indices coincides with the shift toward capital market openness, and
toward portfolio market-based government ﬁnancing, in the developing
world.
Our second measure is the spread on CDS contracts on external sovereign
debt. CDS contracts provide insurance against sovereign default or restructuring. The purchaser of default protection pays a fee to the seller (the
insurer). If the government defaults or restructures its debt during the contract’s term, the insurer compensates the buyer (Longstaff et al., 2011; Mengle,
2007). CDS insurers typically respond to new information more quickly than
sovereign ratings agencies: they do not have a direct contractual relationship
with the issuing government, which might make them hesitant to adjust
ratings. CDS outcomes thus provide a real-time signal of market assessments
of political risk (Coudert and Gex, 2013; Longstaff et al., 2011; Mosley et al.,
2020).
We obtain CDS prices from Bloomberg and Datastream, which collect
market quotations from industry sources for CDS contracts on U.S. dollardenominated sovereign issues. The universe of emerging market sovereign
CDS prices includes 36 countries. The CDS data span from November 2000 to
December 2015; the dataset is unbalanced by country, reﬂecting different
initial dates when CDS contracts became available for trading.
The list of countries and time periods included in the analysis appears in the
Supplementary Appendix. Our statistical analyses model both the conditional
mean and the variance of EMBI-G bond spreads and CDS spreads. Modeling
the conditional mean addresses our expectations regarding the levels of risk
premiums, while modeling the variance addresses our claims regarding investors’ uncertainty around those premiums. Recall that we anticipate few
systematic effects of government ideology on levels, while we expect a relationship (conditional on time in ofﬁce) between left partisanship and
volatility.
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Main explanatory variables. We classify government partisanship using
information from the Database of Political Institutions (DPI). Given that most
countries in our sample are characterized by presidential (rather than parliamentary) systems, we focus on the ideological orientation of the chief
executive, rather than that of the largest legislative party or the governing
legislative coalition. Indeed, in most presidential systems, sovereign repayment is an executive, rather than legislative, decision (North and Weingast,
1989). For our main analyses, we generate a dichotomous measure, differentiating between left versus right and centrist government types. Because our
analysis of ﬁscal policy volatility shows slight differences in right versus
centrist governments, we also explore the distinct effects of left and right
governments (relative to centrist ones).
We expect any effects of left government ideology to be moderated by time
in ofﬁce: new governments generate greater uncertainty for investors, which
diminishes with time. For governments of all ideological stripes, time in ofﬁce
may facilitate more sophisticated interactions between investors and government dept managers (as implied by Shea and Solis (2018)), as well as more
accurate investors assessments of governments’ types. Hence, we expect a
negative direct relationship between time in ofﬁce and the volatility of country
risk spreads. Additionally, we anticipate that time in ofﬁce conditions the
effect of left government. The excess spread volatility associated with newly
elected left governments should decline with time in ofﬁce.
Our months in ofﬁce variable counts the number of months since a
government was ﬁrst elected. We use presidential election dates in presidential
systems and general legislative election dates in parliamentary systems. We
use the DPI and V-Dem databases to identify election dates and government
duration. To capture investors’ incorporation of new information about
sovereign risk, we count a government’s time in ofﬁce from the month in
which the government was elected rather than from its assumption of ofﬁce.
Sovereign debt investors should update their assessments of default risk the
moment the identity of the future government is revealed.9 Moreover, if
partisan labels do have heuristic value for investors, their value should be
highest when investors know the ideology of the government but have not yet
observed any government actions – i.e., in the period between the election and
the taking of ofﬁce. We also include a multiplicative interaction between left
government and time in ofﬁce; we expect a negative coefﬁcient on this interaction term.
To account for heightened market volatility induced by election outcome
(vs. policy) uncertainty (Hays et al., 2003; Jensen and Schmith, 2005;
9. Because over two thirds of the countries in our sample have presidential, as opposed to parliamentary, systems, there is less concern about coalition formation processes in the post-election
period.
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Freeman et al., 2000), our models include an election period indicator. This
dichotomous variable takes the value of one in the 6 months prior to and
including the election month (for presidential elections in presidential systems
and general legislative elections in parliamentary systems), and zero otherwise. As a robustness check, we further account for close elections, as they
induce greater outcome uncertainty.
Emprical model. We assess the interaction of government ideology and
time in ofﬁce using a heteroskedastic regression model of country risk spreads.
This allows us to explicitly model the spread volatility as a function of political
and economic variables in the context of time-series cross-sectional data. The
model is: ΔCountry Spreadit ∼ N ðμit ,σ 2it Þ, where the variance of the sovereign
spread, σ 2it , is allowed to vary over time and across countries (Rigby and
Stasinopoulos, 2005; Smyth, 1989). We thus take the realized volatility of the
country spread to express market uncertainty. Financial volatility as captured by
the variance of asset prices is a common market-based measure of uncertainty
(Berger et al., 2020; Borio and McCauley, 1996; Leblang and Mukherjee, 2005;
Leblang and Bernhard, 2006). A higher spread variance reﬂects bond investors’
greater uncertainty about sovereign risk, while a lower variance indicates
greater certainty regarding risk.
Our empirical strategy allows us to simultaneously model the conditional
mean and conditional variance (volatility) of sovereign spreads, specifying
both moments as a function of exogenous variables. We can observe how the
interaction of government ideology and time in ofﬁce, over and above
conventional correlates of default risk, affects the volatility of the country
spread. The monthly change in the country spread is modeled as:
ΔCountry Spreadit ¼β1 Left Governmentit þ β2 Months in Officeit
þ β3 ðLeft Government × Months in OfficeÞit
þ X β þ αi þ ϵit
lnðσ it Þ ¼γ0 þ γ1 Left Governmentit þ γ2 Months in Officeit
þ γ3 ðLeft Government × Months in OfficeÞit þ Zγ
where the change in the spread and its volatility are both a function of our
explanatory variables and several relevant controls. In the conditional volatility equation, ln(σit) is the (logged) standard deviation of the monthly
spread, and γκ are the main parameters of substantive interest to be estimated.
They capture the sensitivity of the spread volatility to government partisanship
and experience in ofﬁce. X and Z are vectors of controls for the mean and
volatility equations, respectively, that include indicators of the electoral cycle,
sovereign creditworthiness, macroeconomic factors, and global economic
conditions; αi are country-speciﬁc intercepts (ﬁxed effects); and ϵit is an error
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term. The multiplicative interaction between left government and months in
ofﬁce captures the conditional relationship between sovereign spreads and
government ideology, with time in ofﬁce expected to moderating the effects of
left partisanship on spread volatility.
We estimate the two equations simultaneously through maximum likelihood. We test for serial correlation using the Wooldridge test for AR(1) errors
in ﬁxed effects panel models, and include a lagged dependent variable where
residual autocorrelation is detected. Standard errors are clustered at the
country level to account for error correlation within countries.
We note that a common approach to modeling volatility is to use a
generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model,
given its ability to account for persistence in volatility. Because GARCH
models are unsuitable for panel data, we adopt the above approach instead,
which allows us to exploit the time-series cross-sectional variation in our data,
as well as to account for time-invariant country-level factors by including
country ﬁxed effects. Nonetheless, we also report both pooled and countryspeciﬁc GARCH estimates as robustness checks, showing that our conclusions remain the same.
Country-level macroeconomic controls. The controls included in the
conditional mean equation capture governments’ capacity to service
outstanding debt. Typically, a country’s current account balance, inﬂation
rate, and stock of existing debt correlate with capacity to pay (Ballard-Rosa
et al., 2021; Tomz, 2007). We therefore control for the current account balance
(scaled to GDP) and the monthly change in the consumer price index.
Inﬂation, however, may be less important to holders of foreign-currency
denominated assets than to investors in assets denominated in domestic
currency. We also include an overall measure of external debt (scaled to GDP);
this indicator is much more widely available than measures of debt composition (maturity and currency). The overall debt burden captures the extent
to which a government must devote a larger share of their resources to debt
service. Moreover, we control for the stock of outstanding short-term debt as a
proportion of international reserves; when short-term debt is larger, governments are more vulnerable to adverse shocks in global capital markets
(IMF, 2000).10
Additionally, we account for variation in capital account openness. Although openness exposes sovereign borrowers to greater pressures from
global markets (Brooks, 2004; Mosley, 2003), it also allows them to access a
larger pool of funds (Simmons, 1999). And by allowing investors to easily
remove their investments, capital account openness can signal credibility
10. Government ﬁscal balances also may affect default risk: governments that run large and
persistent deﬁcits should be perceived as less creditworthy. The ﬁscal balance indicator,
however, is available for a much more limited set of observations, so we do not include it.
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(Bartolini and Drazen, 1997). We expect the latter effect to dominate, so that
nations with greater levels of openness should have lower and less volatile risk
spreads. We use the Chinn-Ito index, which measures the extent of legal
restrictions on cross-border ﬁnancial transactions. Finally, we control for the
growth rate of GDP. Where growth is higher, investors will be more optimistic
in their assessments of sovereign risk. In our analyses, current account
balance, external debt, short-term debt to reserves, GDP growth and capital
account openness are measured annually, while country spreads are measured
monthly. We linearly interpolate the monthly values when the right-hand side
variable is sampled annually. Although temporally-aggregated data tends to
attenuate parameter estimates, it allows for broader coverage of emerging
market countries. We report alternative estimations using quarterly-sampled
data on current account, debt, and GDP growth—with more limited country
and temporal coverage—as a robustness check.
Global market conditions. Sovereign borrowers’ access to debt also is
affected by global capital market conditions (Kennedy and Palerm, 2014;
Forbes and Warnock, 2012). Indeed, global conditions typically account for a
large share of the over-time variation in country risk spreads (Longstaff et al.,
2011; Campello, 2015; Ballard-Rosa, Mosley, and Wellhausen, 2021; Bauerle
Danzman et al., 2017). Accordingly, we proxy for global liquidity by including the 10-year constant maturity U.S. Treasury yield. Given the role of
the U.S. dollar as well as U.S. Treasury securities as benchmark assets, increases in U.S. rates are typically associated with declines in global liquidity
and increased investor risk aversion (Eichengreen and Mody, 1998; Kennedy
and Palerm, 2014). Moreover, U.S. interest rates may indicate shifts in the
global business cycle, as well as ﬂight-to-quality dynamics (Longstaff et al.,
2011).
Because changes in equity markets also can affect pricing in bond markets,
we include a measure of risk in global equity markets, the price-earnings ratio
for the S&P 500 index (Longstaff et al., 2011). As another measure of global
market conditions, we include the VIX index, a forward-looking measure of
global uncertainty based on the 30-day implied volatility generated from S &
P 500 options (also see Longstaff et al., 2011). This represents investors’ view of
short-term volatility in the U.S. market, capturing global uncertainty shocks and
investor risk aversion (Forbes and Warnock, 2012). Furthermore, we include an
index of energy commodity prices; high commodity prices increase the foreigncurrency revenues of primary exporters and boost their ability to service debt. As
such, we might expect commodity prices also to affect investors’ sovereign risk
assessments. We also control for the global default rate on foreign-currency
denominated bonds, which should be positively related to country-speciﬁc
spreads. Finally, we take contagion- and peer country-related risk assessments into account using a regional diffusion term, calculated as the average
sovereign spread of a country’s regional neighbors (Brooks et al., 2015).
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The volatility equation includes global and country-level factors identiﬁed
in previous analyses as affecting ﬁnancial market volatility. The VIX index
captures global uncertainty, so that our parameter estimates of interest reﬂect
variation in the volatility of country spreads net of global sources of market
uncertainty. We also include capital account openness, to capture a country’s
exposure to global volatility shocks.

Results
Table 4 presents the main results from the heteroskedastic cross-sectional
time-series models of EMBI-G and CDS spreads. We report results both for
the conditional mean (level) and conditional variance (volatility) models.
Models 1 and 5 show baseline speciﬁcations for EMBI-G and CDS spreads,
respectively, in which left government and months in ofﬁce enter additively.
The remaining models include the multiplicative interaction between left
government and time in ofﬁce, representing the expected conditional relationship. Models 2 and 6 show baseline speciﬁcations with no additional
controls, while models 3 and 7 report fully speciﬁed models of EMBI-G and
CDS spreads, respectively. Finally, models 4 and 8 add a multiplicative interaction between right government and time in ofﬁce to fully disaggregate the
effects of left and right party labels.
With respect to the conditional mean—the level of sovereign spreads—
Table 4 reports null results for the association between elections and risk
premiums. Although electoral uncertainty translates into higher volatility, it
does not necessarily produce higher risk premiums. Moreover, we ﬁnd no
discernible effect of government ideology or time in ofﬁce on the conditional
mean. The coefﬁcient estimates for left government and time in ofﬁce (and
their interaction) are statistically insigniﬁcant in all speciﬁcations, indicating
that the uncertainty over debt repayment associated with left partisan labels
operates largely through the spread volatility. Throughout multiple speciﬁcations and robustness checks, we ﬁnd no evidence of an effect of government
ideology through the conditional mean of spread changes. Therefore, in the
remaining discussion, we focus on our central results regarding the volatility
of sovereign spreads.
The results for the variance equation demonstrate sovereign spreads are
considerably more volatile under left governments. The effect of partisanship,
however, is moderated by governments’ time in ofﬁce. Across all models of
the variance equation in Table 4, we ﬁnd consistent and robust evidence of a
statistically signiﬁcant interaction of left partisanship and time in ofﬁce. The
negative sign on the interaction term indicates that time in ofﬁce mitigates the
higher spread volatility associated with left governments. Although investor
uncertainty generates volatility early in left governments terms, this effect is

Right government
× months in
ofﬁce
Pre-election
window
Current account

Left government ×
months in ofﬁce
Right government

Left government

Months in ofﬁce

ΔSpreadt–1

Mean equation
(DV: ΔSpread)

0.096**
(0.040)
0.014
(0.023)
7.293
(7.529)

(1)

0.087**
(0.041)
0.019
(0.031)
8.907
(8.182)
0.030
(0.036)

(2)

0.066*
(0.037)
0.013
(0.026)
9.038
(10.145)
0.014
(0.026)
6.024
(4.621)
0.154
(0.119)
2.814
(4.819)
0.786***
(0.198)

1.672
(4.198)
0.845***
(0.207)

(4)

0.066*
(0.040)
0.055
(0.042)
9.562
(8.005)
0.020
(0.034)

(3)

EMBI-G Spread

0.002
(0.023)
8.398
(8.989)

(5)

0.022
(0.026)
13.078
(15.649)
0.039
(0.039)

(6)

(7)

1.791
(3.800)
0.096
(0.125)

0.053**
(0.026)
3.272
(2.663)
0.007
(0.039)

CDS Spread

(continued)

0.705
(3.683)
0.023
(0.143)

0.055**
(0.026)
3.498
(2.660)
0.003
(0.040)
5.738***
(2.150)
0.051
(0.035)

(8)
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Capital account
openness

ΔRegional diffusion

ΔCommodity
prices
ΔEquity premium

ΔVIX

ΔTreasury yield

ΔInﬂation

Short-term debt/
reserves
GDP growth

External debt

Table 4. (continued)

(1)

(2)
0.255*
(0.154)
0.023
(0.017)
0.326
(0.556)
0.035
(0.074)
9.386
(6.796)
4.851***
(0.998)
0.932***
(0.359)
0.748*
(0.402)
0.028***
(0.006)
1.038
(3.183)

(3)

EMBI-G Spread

0.297*
(0.158)
0.029*
(0.016)
0.200
(0.600)
0.029
(0.077)
9.804
(7.060)
4.781***
(0.918)
0.856**
(0.366)
0.585
(0.391)
0.027***
(0.005)
0.393
(2.675)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
0.034
(0.058)
0.001
(0.006)
1.025***
(0.298)
3.317
(2.250)
0.816
(5.717)
2.921***
(0.449)
0.380***
(0.099)
0.594***
(0.116)
0.011**
(0.005)
1.477
(1.604)

CDS Spread

(continued)

0.029
(0.071)
0.001
(0.007)
0.959***
(0.285)
3.586*
(1.996)
0.213
(4.697)
2.961***
(0.440)
0.397***
(0.100)
0.611***
(0.122)
0.011***
(0.004)
1.559
(1.682)

(8)
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(1)

(2)

Capital account
openness

Right government
× months in
ofﬁce
Pre-election
window
ΔVIX

Left government ×
months in ofﬁce
Right government

Left government

Months in ofﬁce

0.001*
(0.001)
0.219
(0.232)

0.001
(0.001)
0.391
(0.241)
0.003***
(0.001)

0.002***
(0.001)
0.806***
(0.299)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.140
(0.216)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.489***
(0.157)
0.028***
(0.005)
0.266***
(0.070)

0.462***
(0.153)
0.026***
(0.006)
0.263***
(0.068)

0.624*
(0.340)

0.769**
(0.319)

0.001
(0.001)
0.885***
(0.263)
0.005***
(0.001)

(4)

(3)

EMBI-G Spread

Variance equation (DV: Spread volatility ln(σ))

Global default rate

Table 4. (continued)

0.004***
(0.001)
0.216
(0.376)

(5)

0.004***
(0.001)
0.365
(0.429)
0.002*
(0.001)

(6)

(7)

0.492*
(0.262)
0.016***
(0.005)
0.545***
(0.066)

0.003***
(0.001)
0.600
(0.387)
0.003***
(0.001)

0.273
(0.319)

CDS Spread

(continued)

0.508**
(0.259)
0.016***
(0.005)
0.552***
(0.057)

0.003***
(0.001)
0.586
(0.387)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.252
(0.254)
0.013***
(0.002)

0.187
(0.259)

(8)
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4.902
(0.139)
8451
67
3

107,186.6
0.01
(p = 0.92)

107,510.8
0.02
(p = 0.88)

(2)

4.958
(0.146)
8451
67
3

(1)

74,993.4
0.005
(p = 0.95)

4.666
(0.142)
6033
51
3

(3)

EMBI-G Spread

74,800.8
0.0003
(p = 0.99)

4.746
(0.132)
6033
51
3

(4)

56,577.4
0.27
(p = 0.60)

5.205
(0.296)
4476
36
3

(5)

56,503.1
0.06
(p = 0.81)

5.175
(0.298)
4476
36
3

(6)

(7)

29,332.3
0.02
(p = 0.90)

4.365
(0.173)
2723
20
3

CDS Spread

30,774.1
0.01
(p = 0.91)

4.369
(0.180)
2723
20
3

(8)

Notes: Table shows maximum likelihood estimates for heteroskedastic regression models of EMBI-G and CDS sovereign spreads. Standard errors clustered by
country in parentheses. The Wooldridge test for AR(1) errors in ﬁxed-effects panel models under the null of no serial correlation is reported in the last row.
*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Observations
Countries
Country ﬁxed
effects
AIC
Wooldridge AR
(1) test F-stat

Constant

Table 4. (continued)
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typically softened by experience, as market participants become more able to
form precise beliefs regarding sovereign risk.
Over time, spread volatility under left governments converges to that of
right and centrist governments. Figure 1 shows the interplay of government
ideology and time in ofﬁce in our sample of emerging market countries. Left
governments experience higher spread volatility on average, regardless of
experience in ofﬁce. But time in ofﬁce substantially reduces this volatility.
Right and centrist governments, by contrast, enjoy lower spread volatility
throughout their terms, indicating that bond investors face less uncertainty
regarding sovereign risk. Moreover, time in ofﬁce has no discernible effect on
volatility for right and center governments; they start from an already low
baseline.
In Models 4 and 8, we examine the possibility of heterogeneous effects for
left and right governments by including interaction terms for each group
(Left × Months in ofﬁce; Right × Months in ofﬁce), where center government
is the baseline. The results for left governments remain virtually identical,
while the results for right governments vary across models. We ﬁnd a positive
interaction in the EMBI-G sample and a negative interaction in the CDS
sample. We are thus not able to substantiate unambiguous claims about right
parties.
Overall, uncertainty over left governments’ sovereign risk proﬁle appears
substantial. New left governments with little to no track record in economic
policy elicit rapidly and widely changing risk assessments by market participants. But risk premium volatility is attenuated as left governments reveal
their type via policy actions. As Figure 1 shows, the volatility of the monthly
change in the EMBI spread under a right or center government is just over 100
basis points—i.e., a typical monthly variation in bond yields of 1 percentage
point), while the volatility under left governments is about 2.6 times higher at
about 260 basis points—a typical monthly variation in bond yields of 2.6
percentage points. Therefore, a newly elected left government wishing to issue
new debt or roll over existing debt typically sees its potential borrowing costs
ﬂuctuate widely from month to month.
Results for the conditional variance equation in Table 4 also show that
sovereign spreads become more volatile in the run-up to national elections.
The coefﬁcient on the election window dummy variable is positive and
statistically signiﬁcant for both EMBI-G and CDS spreads. This is consistent
with the notion that the potential for political change heightens uncertainty
over sovereign risk. Furthermore, the volatility of spreads increases with
global risk aversion, as captured by the VIX. And capital account openness is
associated with lower spread volatility, a result consistent with the claim that
ﬁnancial openness signals credibility.
We next consider whether global market conditions moderate the effect of
partisanship on sovereign spread volatility. We expect that uncertainty about
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Figure 1. Predicted sovereign spread volatility under left and right/center governments.
Volatility is the standard deviation of the spread in basis points. Predicted values
obtained from models 3 and 6 in Table 4. Shaded areas are 95% conﬁdence intervals.

future government policies, especially those implemented by left-leaning governments, will be more pronounced when global liquidity is low. In such situations, proxied by high U.S. interest rates, investors are more risk averse. At the
same time, time in ofﬁce should have a greater mitigating effect under conditions
of credit scarcity, as government-market interactions will serve an important role
in allowing investors to better discriminate among government types.
Table 5 shows heteroskedastic regression models of EMBI-G and CDS
spreads that interact left government and months in ofﬁce with the 10-year
constant maturity U.S. Treasury rate.
We ﬁnd a negative and statistically signiﬁcant coefﬁcient on Left government ×
Months in ofﬁce × Treasury rate, which indicates that in an environment of high
interest rates (global credit scarcity), newly elected left governments face signiﬁcantly
higher spread volatility. Moreover, in a risk average global environment, time in
ofﬁce has a greater role in reducing market uncertainty. Figure 2 demonstrates that the
excess volatility under new left governments, relative to right and center governments, is much higher when interest rates are high. At the same time, experience in
ofﬁce brings steeper reductions in volatility for left governments. The results indicate
that left governments in emerging-market economies are most prone to treatment
based on partisan labels when global risk aversion is high, rendering investors more
concerned with sovereign risk in developing countries (Ballard-Rosa et al., 2021).
The case of Mexico’s 2018 national election serves to illustrate the more
general pattern revealed by our analyses. The campaign featured a contest
among newcomers, including Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO), a
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Table 5. Global Market Conditions, Partisanship, and Sovereign Spreads.
Heteroskedastic Regression Analysis of EMBI and Credit Default Swap Spreads.

Variance equation DV: Spread Volatility ln(σ)
Months in ofﬁce × left government × Treasury rate
Months in ofﬁce × Treasury rate
Left government × Treasury rate
Months in ofﬁce × left government
Months in ofﬁce
Left government
Treasury rate
Pre-election window
ΔVIX
Capital account openness
Constant
Observations
Countries
Country ﬁxed effects
AIC
Wooldridge AR (1) test F-stat

EMBI

CDS

(1)

(2)

0.002***
0.001***
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
0.001***
0.001***
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
0.144
0.172
(0.187)
(0.245)
0.0002
0.00005
(0.002)
(0.002)
0.003**
0.002*
(0.001)
(0.001)
0.417
0.005
(0.783)
(1.042)
0.234***
0.174
(0.086)
(0.141)
0.477***
0.619***
(0.151)
(0.202)
0.021***
0.022***
(0.005)
(0.006)
0.249***
0.519***
(0.071)
(0.064)
3.725
4.948
(0.371)
(0.509)
6042
2679
51
20
3
3
107,510.8
107,186.6
2.57
0.07
(p = 0.11)
(p = 0.79)

Notes: Table shows maximum likelihood estimates for heteroskedastic regressions of EMBI and
CDS spreads. For brevity, we only show estimates for the volatility component of the model; full
results are reported in the Supplementary Appendix. Standard errors clustered by country in
parentheses. The Wooldridge test for AR(1) errors in ﬁxed-effects panel models under the null of
no serial correlation is reported in the last row.
*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

leftist, populist, and anti-establishment candidate from the MORENA party,
founded in 2014. Some compared AMLO with Hugo Chávez, while others
argued that AMLO’s rhetoric – and his policies – would soften after the election.
AMLO held a large lead in the polls throughout the campaign; he won 53% of
votes, compared to 22% for his closest rival. As Figure 3 illustrates, sovereign
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Figure 2. Conditioning effect of global liquidity (U.S. interest rates). Predicted sovereign
spread volatility in low and high interest rate environments. Volatility is the standard
deviation of the spread in basis points. U.S. interest rate is the 10-year constant
maturity Treasury rate; low and high rates are the 25th and 75th percentiles for the
period under analysis, respectively. Shaded areas are 95% conﬁdence intervals.

bond markets reacted strongly to the campaign: the spread on Mexican debt (vs.
the overall EMBI+ index) generally increased between late January and the July
1 election. The volatility in spreads—the bottom panel—also was substantially
greater before the election, relative to the second half of 2017. Certainly, other
events—including campaign-related violence and turbulence in US-Mexico
relations—contributed to these patterns.
With the polls strongly in AMLO’s favor during the campaign, it is safe to
assume that market movements prior to July 1, 2018 had little to do with
outcome uncertainty. Rather, investors were experiencing signiﬁcant
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Figure 3. Sovereign debt markets and the 2018 Mexican presidential election.
The top panel shows the daily EMBI+ spread for Mexican sovereign debt. The
bottom panel shows the spread volatility as measured by the 30-day rolling
standard deviation of the bond spread.

uncertainty about how AMLO would govern once in ofﬁce. Investors had
markedly different assessments of AMLO’s expected policies: would his track
record of strong leftist rhetoric, or his willingness to soften some of his more
radical positions, prevail? Days before the election, for instance, Bloomberg
News wondered whether AMLO sincerely hoped to work with private enterprises and investors, or whether he had “merely softened his edges in recent
weeks in order to get elected.”11 As investors took very different bets on the
future of government policy, volatility increased markedly; bond spreads
(relative to risk-free assets) also widened 12
11. https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-06-29/mexico-election-has-global-marketimplications
12. Although we do not ﬁnd a systematic relationship in our statistical analyses between bond
spreads and left governments, the Mexico 2018 case features not only increased volatility as a
left government wins and then begins its term in ofﬁce, but also increased spreads.
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The outcome of the election did not appear reassure investors; rather,
volatility remains signiﬁcant between July 1 and AMLO’s December 1 inauguration, and it is particularly pronounced immediately before the inauguration. As the government take’s ofﬁce, and AMLO’s policy actions
provide better information about the president’s type (low risk vs. high risk left
executive), volatility declines. Notably, bond spreads remain relatively high
through AMLO’s ﬁrst 6 months in ofﬁce, suggesting less that investors were
reassured by the content of his actions, and—as our theory predicts—more
that investors became more conﬁdent in their ability to assess AMLO’s true
type.

Additional Analyses and Robustness Checks
Our results are robust to a host of alternative speciﬁcations, all reported in the
Supplementary Appendix. All additional variables and controls described
below are included both in the mean and volatility equations of each model.
First, we consider whether populism confounds the effect of partisanship. Our
analysis of ﬁscal policy volatility found that left populist governments show
higher levels of policy heterogeneity. We test the possible effect of populism
by including the interaction Left Government × Populist × Months in Ofﬁce.
In the sample of EMBI spreads, left populist governments experience signiﬁcantly higher volatility than right populist governments. And in line with
our ﬁndings above, spread volatility under left populist governments steeply
declines with time in ofﬁce. The difference in volatility between non-populist
left and right governments, by contrast, is small, which indicates that high
policy uncertainty under left populist governments is an important driver of
bond market volatility. In contrast, we do not ﬁnd signiﬁcant differences
between populist and non-populist governments in CDS markets; rather,
partisanship remains the main source of uncertainty. These results generally
are consistent with the claim that markets are more uncertain about left versus
right governments, and that the difference is largely explained by wide
variance in macroeconomic policy among left governments.
Our results are stronger for the subsample of established democracies. We
use different criteria for selecting democratic observations: whether a countrymonth-year observation has a Polity score of at least 6 (on a 10 to 10 scale);
whether a country has a Polity score of at least 6 during at least 75% of the
sampled period; whether a country has an average Polity score of at least 6 in
the sampled period; and whether a country maintains a minimum Polity score
of at least 6 during the entire period. Because our argument presupposes some
degree of electoral competition, we expect the interaction of partisanship and
time in ofﬁce to hold only in countries with relatively free elections. As
expected, coefﬁcients for the Left Government × Months in Ofﬁce interaction
are larger (in absolute value) and statistically signiﬁcant for democracies in
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most estimations, while we ﬁnd little evidence of that relationship in nondemocracies.
There is reason to expect Latin America to be inﬂuential in our results. The
region features prominently among issuers of sovereign bonds: in 2019, Latin
America accounted for 34% of outstanding developing country and emerging
market debt, a larger share than any other geographic region.13 The region
accounts for 28% of our sample observations, followed by Eastern Europe
(25%), Asia (17%), North Africa, and the Middle East (13%), and SubSaharan Africa (12%). Additionally, Latin American sovereign bond stocks
often are large, making issuers eligible for inclusion in the EMBI indexes and
facilitating the creation of CDS instruments.
Furthermore, Latin America has a higher proportion of democratic observations than other regions in our sample, and party systems with clearly
deﬁned left and right programmatic parties are more common in the region.
We thus perform separate analyses by region to assess heterogeneity. As
expected, the interaction of partisanship and time in ofﬁce in the volatility
component of our model is substantively stronger and statistically signiﬁcant
for Latin America, whereas coefﬁcients for other regions are smaller and
statistically insigniﬁcant. Figure 4 summarizes this ﬁnding, comparing the
effect of partisanship on spread volatility in Latin America versus other
regions.
Given these ﬁndings, we use Baker and Greene (2011)’s party ideology
scores as an alternative measure of government ideology, which was developed speciﬁcally for Latin American party systems. This allows for more
accurate comparisons within the Latin American subsample. The results are
consistent with our main ﬁndings: estimates for the interaction of left government and time in ofﬁce are negative and statistically signiﬁcant in the
volatility equation. New left governments in Latin America induce higher
volatility, but time in ofﬁce reduces this effect.
We account for close elections, deﬁned as those with a margin of victory of
5 percentage points or less (and, alternatively, of 10 percentage points or less),
as they induce greater outcome uncertainty. We ﬁnd mixed evidence that close
elections are associated with higher spread volatility, and no evidence that
they affect the mean sovereign spread. In these models, the main results for the
interaction of partisanship and time in ofﬁce remain unchanged. We also
consider the possibility that volatility might be driven by party turnover as
opposed to leader turnover. When we interact the left government variable
with the number of months a party has been in ofﬁce, the results are nearly
identical.

13. See Bank for International Settlements data on international debt securities, https://stats.bis.
org/statx/srs/table/c1?f=pdf.
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Figure 4. Predicted spread volatility under left and right/center governments in Latin
America and elsewhere. Volatility is the standard deviation of the spread in basis
points. Shaded areas are 95% conﬁdence intervals.

Our main results are robust to the inclusion of various measures of domestic institutional arrangements. These include regime type, to account for a
possible “democratic advantage” (Beaulieu et al., 2012; North and Weingast,
1989; Schultz and Weingast, 2003); executive constraints, as government
ideology may matter less when individual leaders face stronger limits (Saiegh,
2009; Cox and Saiegh, 2018; Henisz, 2000); and central bank independence,
which may reduce concerns about inﬂation risk (Bodea and Hicks, 2015,
2018; Johnson, 2016; Maxﬁeld, 1997). The inclusion of controls for liberal
democracy (V-Dem), political constraints (Henisz, 2000), and central bank
independence (Bodea and Hicks, 2015) does not alter our key results.
In our sample, 44 of 52 countries (85% of country-months) have presidential systems. Our main results hold when we estimate models which
include only country-months with presidential systems; not surprisingly,
given the much smaller sample size, we do not ﬁnd a statistically signiﬁcant
effect of ideology on volatility when we include only parliamentary system
country-months.
We test numerous other speciﬁcations. We control for episodes of sovereign default, currency crises, and debt restructurings; exchange rate
movements; and sovereign credit ratings. We employ alternative measures of
capital account openness; and month-year ﬁxed effects. We test for temporal
structural breaks in our estimates using the 2007–2008 Global Financial Crisis
as a breakpoint. We also use alternative, quarterly IMF data for our
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macroeconomic controls (current account balance, external debt, and GDP
growth).
Finally, we account for potential persistence in volatility within a GARCH
framework. Volatility clustering over time is a common phenomenon in ﬁnancial
data and may affect inferences if not taken into account. We address this issue in
the following ways. First, we use a pooled panel GARCH model, which allows us
to model the autoregressive process in the volatility equation while also exploiting
both cross-country and over-time variation. Second, we estimate a pooled panel
GARCH-in-mean (GARCH-M) model that incorporates the spread volatility into
the mean equation, which captures investors’ demand for a higher risk premium
during periods of high volatility. In both models, we ﬁnd evidence of persistent
volatility; importantly, our conclusions regarding the interaction of partisanship
and time in ofﬁce remain unchanged. Finally, to assess the extent to which our
conclusions might be driven by cross-sectional variation in volatility as opposed
to over-time variation within countries, we estimate separate GARCH models for
individual countries. For those countries with sufﬁciently long time series for
GARCH estimation, we ﬁnd that all statistically signiﬁcant interactions between
left government and time in ofﬁce are in the expected direction.

Conclusion
Political economists have long been interested in how the ideological composition of governments affects the capacity of developing countries to access
capital markets. Many emerging market governments worry about rolling over
existing and ﬁnancing new debt, especially during periods of electoral competition and partisan change. And many analysts have assumed that government
partisanship is a useful information shortcut for internationally diversiﬁed
investors (Mosley, 2003), who associate left governments with heightened
sovereign risk. A systematic negative market reaction to left governments
would suggest that left-leaning parties and candidates might have strong incentives to shift toward market-friendly policies, perhaps at the expense of their
domestic supporters’ interests. Beyond the questions of democratic accountability that such dynamics raise, the welfare costs of volatility can reverberate
throughout the macroeconomy as reduced government investment and countercyclical spending imperil private consumption, and growth.
Our theory and empirical analyses suggest, however, that the connection
between government ideology and sovereign risk in emerging markets is
much more nuanced than left versus right. There certainly are situations in
which investors react negatively—with higher risk premiums—to strong
campaign performance and electoral victories by left-leaning candidates and
political parties. But there are many other situations in which sovereign bond
investors do not charge higher risk premiums to left-leaning governments. The
lack of a systematic relationship stems from the heterogeneity among left
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parties in developing countries: as a result of this variation, “left” is not a
useful information shortcut for investors.
Rather, investors often are uncertain about how left-leaning parties and presidents
in developing countries will act, with respect to economic policy. This uncertainty
means that, early in left governments’ terms, bond market outcomes exhibit excess
volatility. Over time, as government actions provide more information, market
volatility dissipates. Hence, left partisanship does matter to developing country
sovereign debt markets, but it affects volatility rather than levels of risk premiums.
Moreover, the effect of left partisanship diminishes as governments spend time
in ofﬁce. Although political economists have tended to focus on levels, rather
than on volatility, the latter can signiﬁcantly affect sovereigns. Volatility renders
government debt management—especially the rolling over of existing debt—
much more challenging. Volatility also may affect the broader real economy,
reducing agents’ willingness to invest in the private sector.
Our ﬁndings contribute to efforts to understand outcomes in international
political economy through the lens of micro-level behavioral analyses
(Hafner-Burton et al., 2017). Future research could investigate further the
ways in which political events other than elections—for instance, ﬁnance
minister or central bank appointments, or debt restructurings—also affect
investors’ risk assessments. Additionally, different types of investors may
have varying access to, and reactions to, political information. Although we
treat professional investors as a largely uniﬁed group, future scholarship could
consider how different types of investors (even within the same asset market)
respond differently to similar political phenomena.
Finally, researchers could devote greater attention to the ways in which
government debt managers actively seek to structure interactions with
private investors. In anticipation of tumultuous election campaigns, for
instance, debt managers might arrange their borrowing to minimize the
need to rollover debt during low “time in ofﬁce” periods. Although not all
developing countries have the autonomy vis-à-vis markets to insulate
themselves from political events, many do; and political economists would
do well to pay greater attention to the agency of debtors in sovereign
markets. Finally, scholars could investigate how the recent rise of populist
political parties—left as well as right-leaning—in many parts of the developed and developing world may affect investors’ assessments of political risk.
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